The comprehensive assessment of at-risk mental states: from mapping the onset to mapping the structure.
Improving the identification of clinical vulnerability to psychosis in help-seeking subjects is crucial for refining risk stratifications and implementing intervention strategies. To define underlying dimensions of subclinical psychopathology in Ultra-High-Risk (UHR) subjects; to test their temporal stability and association with baseline clinical and functional features; and to evaluate their predictive value for subsequent transition to psychosis. 223 subjects meeting the Personal Assessment and Crisis Evaluation (PACE) criteria for UHR were assessed with the Comprehensive Assessment of At-Risk Mental States (CAARMS) and monitored for a period of up to three years. Data were analysed via principal component analysis (PCA), Spearman correlation analysis and Cox regression. PCA of the CAARMS yielded three orthogonal symptom clusters (negative, disorganized and perceptual-affective instability) with substantial temporal stability over a one-month time span. These clusters were strongly related to global functioning, quality of life, baseline major psychopathology and duration of symptoms before referral. The severity of the CAARMS disorganized component was the strongest predictor of transition to frank psychosis at follow-up. A dimensional approach to CAARMS-measured symptoms may refine current early identification heuristics and provide an alternative way to characterize UHR profiles complementary to the current categorical one.